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Abstract: Semaglutide, a glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1) receptor agonist, has gained considerable
attention as a therapeutic agent for type 2 diabetes mellitus and obesity. Despite its clinical success,
the precise mechanisms underlying its pharmacological effects remain incompletely understood.
In this study, we employed ligand-based drug design strategies to investigate potential off-target
interactions of semaglutide. Through a comprehensive in silico screening of semaglutide’s structural
properties against a diverse panel of proteins, we have identified calmodulin (CaM) as a putative
novel target of semaglutide. Molecular docking simulations revealed a strong interaction between
semaglutide and CaM, characterized by favourable binding energies and a stable binding pose.
Further molecular dynamics simulations confirmed the stability of the semaglutide–CaM complex,
emphasizing the potential for a physiologically relevant interaction. In conclusion, our ligand-based
drug design approach has uncovered calmodulin as a potential novel target of semaglutide. This
discovery sheds light on the complex pharmacological profile of semaglutide and offers a promising
direction for further research into the development of innovative therapeutic strategies for metabolic
disorders. The CaM, and especially so the CaMKII, system is central in the experience of both drug-
and natural-related reward. It is here hypothesized that, due to semaglutide binding, the reward
pathway-based calmodulin system may be activated, and/or differently regulated. This may result
in the positive semaglutide action on appetitive behaviour. Further studies are required to confirm
these findings.

Keywords: calmoduline; semaglutide; GLP1; addiction; appetite behaviour; ligand-based computa-
tional drug design

1. Introduction

Semaglutide (Sem), a potent glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1) receptor agonist, has
garnered significant attention in the field of metabolic research due to its remarkable effects
on appetite regulation and weight loss. Emerging evidence suggests that the mechanisms
underlying Sem’s effects on appetite and cravings may involve a broader spectrum of
molecular targets than previously recognized [1,2]. While the well-established role of Sem
involves activating GLP-1 receptors to enhance insulin secretion and reduce blood glucose
levels, its ability to induce significant reductions in food cravings and body weight may
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be mediated by different receptors in humans [3]. As research continues to unravel the
complex interplay of Sem within the intricate web of metabolic regulations, it becomes
increasingly clear that its multifaceted effects on appetite and cravings may involve a
network of receptors and signalling pathways beyond the conventional understanding
of its mechanism of action. Further investigations are warranted to elucidate these novel
molecular targets, shedding light on the potential for innovative therapeutic strategies for
obesity and related metabolic disorders. In this article, we used a ligand-based drug design
approach to identify novel targets for Sem. Ligand-based computational drug design
focuses on the characteristics of a known or potential drug molecule that binds to the target
protein. The main idea here is to analyse the chemical and physical properties of the drug
molecule and understand how it interacts with the target protein [4]. With this information,
new drug candidates that have similar chemical properties or structural features to the
known ligands can be found [5,6]. PepBDB—a comprehensive structural database of all
the biological peptide binding complexes with peptide lengths up to 50 residues in the
Protein Data Bank was used for the research of similar peptides, and the research suggested
Calmodulin (CaM), or calcium-modulated protein, as a possible target for Sem [7]. Hence,
with the help of both molecular docking and dynamics simulations, we aimed here at
assessing whether Sem may be tentatively considered as a calmodulin binder. However, it
is crucial to acknowledge that our understanding is predominantly based on computational
data, which inherently carries limitations in reflecting the complexities of biological systems.
Nonetheless, recognizing that both computational methods and experimental models
possess their inherent constraints, it is imperative to view this research as an initial step in
the drug development process. Therefore, while the identification of potential interactions
between Sem and novel targets like Calmodulin (CaM) offers valuable insights, it is pivotal
to approach these findings with caution, understanding that they serve as suggestions
for further experimental exploration rather than definitive conclusions regarding Sem’s
pharmacological profile.

2. Results

The ligand-based approach was used here considering the following assumption: “if
a molecule similar to Sem is known to interact with a particular target so should Sem
itself”. To look for similar molecule to Sem, a database (PepBDB) of protein(ligand)–
protein(receptor) interactions was screened to look for similar compounds. PepBDB is a
comprehensive structural database (current number of structures: 13,299) of all the biologi-
cal peptide binding complexes with peptide lengths up to 50 residues in the Protein Data
Bank. The database was screened and interestingly several human protein ligands were
identified as similar to the structure of the searched molecule. The whole set of identified
proteins is included in Table S1 (Supplementary Material). Among all the investigated
sequences, the recognition site for calmodulins appeared more than once and with a high
similarity index (49.2 to 71.4% Peptide Sequence Identity for HEGTFTSDVSSYLEG and
QAAKEFIAWLVRGRG). With a similar sequence to Sem, this means different structures
were present on the PDB. This means that the structure of Sem is very similar to the recog-
nition site for calmodulin (CaM). Calmodulin (CaM) is a multifunctional intermediate
calcium-binding messenger protein expressed in all eukaryotic cells. It is an intracellular
target of the secondary messenger Ca2+, and the binding of Ca2+ is required for the acti-
vation of calmodulin [8]. Once bound to Ca2+, calmodulin acts as part of a calcium signal
transduction pathway by modifying its interactions with various target proteins such as
kinases or phosphatases. While there are several classes of sequences that CaM can bind,
calcium-loaded CaM preferentially binds to α-helical sequences, which are very similar
to the sequence of Sem [9]. Intrigued by these findings, the structure of Sem (PDB ID:
4ZGM) was initially superposed on the structure of the recognition site from calcineurin
(RSC) (PDB ID: 4Q5U) and the Root-mean-square deviation of atomic positions (RMSD), as
reported in Figure 1, was calculated.
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and CaM. Docking calculations were performed by flexible peptide–protein docking by 
fast modelling of peptide conformations and global/local sampling of binding orientations 
using HPEPDOCK 2.0 [10], and the results are reported in Table 1. 
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As highlighted by the docking score of HPEPDOCK, the score between the two pep-
tides is very similar, suggesting a similar interaction between the two studied peptides 
and the protein; moreover, the lowest score of −253.107 was calculated for Sem, i.e., the 
relative ranking for Sem seemed better than the native RSC binding peptide. 

Hotspot residues, i.e., the residues that make a major contribution to the ligand bind-
ing free energy, were also calculated using fastDRH (http://cadd.zju.edu.cn/fastdrh/, ac-
cessed on 20 June 2020) and, as shown in Figures 3 and 4, several residues are common—
identified as hotspot residues for both ligands such as Met 51, Met 72, Leu 112 and Glu 
127. 

Figure 1. (Down) Calculated RMSD between 4ZGM (Sem) and 4Q5U (RSC) and aligned sequences.
(Up) In light blue, the structure of Sem superposed on the structure of the recognition site from
calcineurin (yellow).

The calculated similarity after superposition was high and only 2.607 A of RMSD
were calculated, which clearly is representative of high similarity with atomic positions.
To further study the interaction between Sem and CaM, docking calculations (Figure 2)
were performed and compared to docking calculations between the binding peptides RSC
and CaM. Docking calculations were performed by flexible peptide–protein docking by
fast modelling of peptide conformations and global/local sampling of binding orientations
using HPEPDOCK 2.0 [10], and the results are reported in Table 1.
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Table 1. Docking score and ranking as calculated by HPEPDOCK for the complex of CaM/RSC and
CaM/Sem. The values reported are the docking scores from HPEPDOCK; these do not reflect the real
binding affinities, but are a relative ranking of the peptide binding.

Rank Docking Score 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

RSC −235.47 −229.10 −221.02 −209.48 −209.39 −208.42 −208.34 −205.57 −201.08 −200.44
Sem −253.10 −235.02 −229.27 −227.23 −221.67 −221.52 −218.32 −217.55 −215.91 −210.96

As highlighted by the docking score of HPEPDOCK, the score between the two
peptides is very similar, suggesting a similar interaction between the two studied peptides
and the protein; moreover, the lowest score of −253.107 was calculated for Sem, i.e., the
relative ranking for Sem seemed better than the native RSC binding peptide.

Hotspot residues, i.e., the residues that make a major contribution to the ligand binding
free energy, were also calculated using fastDRH (http://cadd.zju.edu.cn/fastdrh/, accessed
on 20 June 2020) and, as shown in Figures 3 and 4, several residues are common—identified
as hotspot residues for both ligands such as Met 51, Met 72, Leu 112 and Glu 127.
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Figure 4. Energy boxplot of the top 10 potential hotspot residues for the interaction between
Sem/CaM.

To validate the anchoring point of Sem with CaM, we compared our results with the
study of Ataman et al., who analysed the structures of 16 complexes of CaM bound to CaM

http://cadd.zju.edu.cn/fastdrh/
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binding peptides [11]. These authors determined that each of the residues in the FLMMN
pocket (e.g., the binding pocket), Phe 19, Leu 32, Met 51, and Met 71, were in direct contact
with bound peptide residues in ≥75% of the structures examined. In our structure, residues
from the CaM binding peptide were in contact with Met 51 and Met 71, as already reported
and discussed by Dunlap et al. [12]. Moreover, Sem is also able to interact with Phe 19
and Met 51, validating the binding poses of the molecule with CaM as consistent with the
experimental observation [11].

As molecular dynamics simulations have emerged as a powerful tool in the field
of structural biology and drug discovery, providing valuable insights into the dynamic
behaviour of biomolecular systems at the atomic level, we employed molecular dynamics
simulations to investigate the interaction between Sem and CaM. The objective of this
investigation was to gain a comprehensive understanding of the stability of the Sem–CaM
complex over an extended timescale. To achieve this, we conducted molecular dynamics
simulations spanning a period of 300 nanoseconds (ns) using state-of-the-art computational
techniques, as reported in the experimental section. Our results indicated that the Sem–
CaM complex exhibited an overall stability throughout the simulation period, suggesting,
by the calculated RMSD, a maintenance of the constant level (Figure 5) after the initial
stabilization of the starting structure (0 ns).
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Figure 5. RMSD of the Sem/Cam complex over the 300 ns of MD simulation. The different colours
represent duplicate experiments.

During the 300 ns trajectory, we observed fluctuations in the intermolecular interac-
tions between Sem and Cam, primarily driven by the inherent flexibility of both the peptide
and the protein. However, these fluctuations remained within a physiologically acceptable
range, and the complex maintained its overall structural integrity, as highlighted by the
stability of the secondary structure of the simulated protein overtime, as shown Figure 6.
Notably, the binding interface between Sem and CaM exhibited limited perturbation,
underscoring the specificity of their interaction.

Furthermore, the simulations revealed critical insights into the dynamics of key
residues involved in the Sem–CaM interaction, shedding light on the molecular mech-
anisms underpinning their association. Hotspot residues were calculated each 50 ns of MD
and they are presented in Table 2. Interestingly, Met 124 and Met 144 were present among
the hotspot residues; these residues, along with Phe 92, were found to be present in all the
studied peptides by Ataman et al. [11], validating again the hypothesis of Sem binding to
CaM. In conclusion, our molecular dynamics simulations provided levels of evidence of the
overall stability of the Sem–CaM complex over a 300 ns timeframe. These findings expand
our understanding of molecular interactions relating to the pharmacological activity of Sem
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and offer a solid foundation for future studies aimed at optimizing its therapeutic potential
or developing novel drug candidates targeting this specific interaction. Such insights may
well present the potential of advancing the field of diabetes research and drug discovery,
ultimately benefitting patients worldwide.
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Table 2. Calculated hotspot residues over the time of MD.

0 ns 50 ns 100 ns 150 ns 200 ns 250 ns 300 ns

ALA-15 GLN-8 GLN-8 GLN-8 GLN-8 GLN-8 GLN-8
PHE-19 GLN-41 GLN-41 GLN-41 PHE-12 PHE-12 PHE-12
GLN-41 MET-51 GLU-47 GLU-47 GLU-47 GLN-41 GLU-47
MET-51 GLU-54 MET-51 ASP-50 ASP-50 GLU-47 MET-51
MET-71 MET-71 GLU-54 MET-51 MET-51 MET-51 GLU-54
MET-72 MET-72 MET-72 GLU-54 GLU-54 GLU-54 MET-71
LEU-112 LYS-75 LYS-75 MET-72 MET-72 MET-71 MET-72
GLU-123 MET-144 LEU-112 LEU-112 LYS-75 MET-72 LYS-75
MET-124 MET-145 MET-145 MET-144 ARG-90 LYS-75 LEU-112
GLU-127 ALA-147 ALA-147 MET-145 MET-145 MET-145 MET-145

3. Materials and Methods

To identify molecules similar to Sem, we screened the PepBDB database, a comprehen-
sive structural repository containing 13,299 protein–ligand–protein complexes with peptide
lengths of up to 50 residues sourced from the Protein Data Bank (PDB). Upon screening
PepBDB, several human protein ligands with structural similarity to Sem were identified.
The complete set of identified proteins is provided in Table S1 of the Supplementary Mate-
rial. As only 20 standard amino acids are supported for sequence input in PepBDB, two
different searches were performed using the following sequences: HEGTFTSDVSSYLEG
and QAAKEFIAWLVRGRG. Details about the research input are reported in Figure S1.
Notably, among the identified sequences, multiple instances of the recognition site for
calmodulins (CaM) were observed. These sequences exhibited high similarity indices
(ranging from 49.2% to 71.4% peptide sequence identity accordingly with the two different
partial sequences of Sem studied) to Sem. Despite the fact that PKA, PUMA and BCL-xL
actually appeared more frequently than CaM, this latter was chosen after a comparison of
the secondary structure of the binding peptides. The 2D chemical structures were produced
using Molecular Operating Environment (MOE), and each structure was subjected to molec-
ular mechanics energy reduction using the MMFF94x force field of the same software [13].
PM3 Hamiltonian was then used to optimize the 3D geometry of all compounds [14], as
implemented in the MOPAC 2016 package, assuming a pH of 7.0 [15]. Docking calculations
were performed using HPEPDOCK 2.0 (http://huanglab.phys.hust.edu.cn/hpepdock/,
accessed on 1 June 2023), with the default docking parameters [Search the database at 40%
sequence identity, no Retrieve only representatives, no Search by peptide length, Include

http://huanglab.phys.hust.edu.cn/hpepdock/
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peptides with non-standard amino acids]. The CaM crystal structure was downloaded
from the Protein Data Bank (www.rcsb.org, PDB ID: 4Q5U, accessed on 15 June 2023) and
used for the calculations, and the structure of Sem was downloaded from the Protein Data
Bank, PDB ID: 4ZGM. As the long alkyl side chain of Sem induces interaction with plasma
albumin, resulting in extended half-life, and is not relevant to the interaction with the recep-
tor, this was not considered in our study. The hotspots were calculated using fastDRH [16]
using the default parameters [Hotspot prediction—Receptor force field: ff19SB (with OPC
water model), Ligand force field: GAFF2, Method MM/GBSA (yield a energy decompo-
sition on per-residues basis, Truncation radius: Retain protein residues within 20 Å of all
ligand binding poses for rescoring]. The molecular dynamics simulations of the complexes
were performed with YASARA [17]. A periodic simulation cell extending 10 Å from the
protein surface was employed. The cell was filled with water, with a maximum sum of
all water bumps of 1.0 Å and a density of 0.997 g/mL. The setup included optimizing the
hydrogen bonding network [18] to increase the solute stability and a pKa prediction to
fine-tune the protonation states of protein residues at the chosen pH of 7.4 [19]. With an
excess of either Na or Cl to neutralize the cell, NaCl ions were supplied at a physiological
concentration of 0.9%. The simulation was run using the ff14SB force field [20] for the
solute, GAFF2 [21] and AM1BCC [22] for ligands and TIP3P for water. The cutoff was 10 Å
for Van der Waals forces (the default used by AMBER) [23], and no cutoff was applied
to electrostatic forces (using the Particle Mesh Ewald algorithm) [24]. The equations of
motions were integrated with multiple time steps of 2.5 fs for bonded interactions and
5.0 fs for nonbonded interactions at a temperature of 298 K and a pressure of 1 atm using
algorithms described in detail previously [25]. A short MD simulation was run on the
solvent only to remove clashes. The entire system was then energy minimized using the
steepest descent minimization to remove conformational stress, followed by a simulated
annealing minimization until convergence (<0.01 kcal/mol Å). Finally, a 300 ns MD simula-
tion without any restrictions was conducted, and the conformations were recorded every
200 ps, as proven effective by many other our studies [26,27].

4. Discussion

This is the first study providing levels of evidence relating to Sem posing as a calmod-
ulin binder. Molecular docking simulations revealed here a strong interaction between
Sem and CaM, characterized by favourable binding energies and a stable binding pose.
Further molecular dynamics simulations confirmed the stability of the Sem–CaM complex,
emphasizing the potential for a physiologically relevant interaction.

Sem, a widely used medication for the management of type 2 diabetes and obesity,
exerts its therapeutic effects through several intricate mechanisms. While the primary
mode of action of Sem is to mimic the activity of the naturally occurring hormone GLP-
1, promoting glucose-dependent insulin secretion and reducing appetite [28], its ability
to induce significant reductions in food cravings and body weight may be mediated by
different receptors/proteins in humans such as specific subtypes of GLP-1 receptors or
other, as yet unidentified, neural or hormonal pathways. Exploiting a ligand-based drug
design approach, current research has uncovered CaM as a potential novel target of Sem.

The binding of Sem to CaM would physiologically result in a variety of events, but
considering the intracellular localization of CaM, the issue of Sem internalization must be
considered. In other words, one would argue if Sem can enter the cell and intracellularly
exist in an active form to be able to affect CaM. Indeed, the remaining GLP-1 agonists
(e.g., liraglutide and extendin-4 [29]) would be able to cross the blood–brain barrier (BBB)
and to interact with GLP-r receptors in the central nervous system. Sem, a long-acting
formulation derived from liraglutide’s structure, presents with a longer aliphatic chain
with respect to its precursor and this improves its hydrophobicity/liphophilicity levels.
Semaglutide has been structurally modified to prevent it from being metabolized by the
dipeptidyl peptidase-4 (DPP-4) enzyme, thus enabling enhanced levels of binding with
albumin (for an overview of the issue, see Mohapatra et al., 2022 [30]). Whilst one could
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argue that Sem may be unable to cross the BBB directly [31], Sem was suggested to bind
with albumin and access, via the circumventricular organ, the brainstem, septal nucleus
and hypothalamus [31]. It is of interest here that Sem appears to be able to cross those
tanycytes (e.g., glial-like cells) which surround the ventricular wall or regions where the
blood–brain barrier is absent [31]. Moreover, the GLP-1R is rapidly internalized when
activated by its agonists, hence virtually localizing/repositioning the GLP-1R agonist into
the cells [32].

In line with this, Sem could then arguably be able to virtually interact with any cells,
with several possible results and biological consequences [33]. Conversely, one could
think that Sem needs to be accumulated inside the cells and that the presence of a par-
ticular effect may reflect the level of its intracellular accumulation. Experimentally, this
interaction has not been proven yet but there are several examples that may support
both this hypothesis and the current findings, including the following: Sem is able to
enter into tanycytes [31] and promote receptor internalization [34]; GLP-1 inhibits the
KATP channel in mouse pancreatic beta-cells through a calmodulin-dependent mecha-
nism [35]; a combined analysis study showed that calcium calmodulin-dependent kinase
(CaMK) expression levels, possibly due to fear and stress, were significantly increased
in the prefrontal cortex of suicide victims as compared to non-suicide subjects, [36]; Sem
regulates the phosphorylation of several calmodulins [37]; and GLP-1 mediates changes
to the phosphorylation of calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase 1 (CaMKI) in
the pituitary neuro-intermediate lobe [38]. Finally, the presence of an extracellular CaM
(extCaM) in animals should also be considered and its presence is well documented in hu-
mans. extCaM appears to be required for cell division in the early preimplantation embryo
and increases the proliferation of umbilical vein endothelial cells and acts as a mitogen
in keratinocytes [39–41]. Considering this other localization, an extracellular interaction
between Sem and extCaM could also be hypothesized.

4.1. Semaglutide Actions on Reward and Appetitive Behaviour; Clinical Relevance of Current
Study Findings—Semaglutide; DAergic Reward Pathways; and Related Weight Loss

Sem intake is associated with significant levels of weight loss, levels which are com-
parable with those relating to the invasive bariatric surgery approach [42]. Indeed, obese
non-diabetic patients receiving Sem lost and maintained about 15% of their body weight
for over a year, with this result likely to be based on mechanisms occurring in the brain
(for a commentary, see Gribble and O’Rahilly [43]), although these mechanisms are still a
matter of debate.

The mesolimbic dopaminergic (DAergic) projections originating from the ventral
tegmental area (VTA) and projected to both the nucleus accumbens (NAc) and the prefrontal
cortex (PFC) represent the reward function neurochemical substrate (for a thorough review
see Jia et al. [44]). DA levels in the NAc are elevated in association with both natural
rewards (e.g., food and sex) but also by intake of a range of drugs, including nicotine,
cocaine and amphetamine [44,45]. Consistent with this, responses to cues predicting food
rewards in VTA DA axons and basal amygdala neurons in hungry mice were strongly
attenuated following satiation [46]. Sem-related decreased levels of food cravings reported
by subjects prescribed with this molecule have been associated with earlier attainment,
in Sem-related subjects, of food satiety [47,48]. This may occur because GLP-1 mimetics
show pro-dopaminergic efficacy [49], and as a result can modulate reward [50]. Hence,
one could argue about the putative direct/indirect activities of Sem on the DA-mediated
reward function.

Sem’s central effects on the brain’s centres affecting reward regulation could be driving
this, as well the recently identified reported levels of Sem misuse [51]. This behaviour of
misuse may arguably be occurring in both obese (e.g., through forged and/or diverted
prescriptions) and healthy, non-obese individuals due to unrealistic ideals of physical
attractiveness [51]. Although intake of Sem has not been associated with a stimulant-like
‘high’, a rebound syndrome may occur after abrupt Sem cessation [47].
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4.2. Calmodulin Involvement in Both Drug and Natural Rewards

Calmodulin kinase II (CaMK II), an important [52] calmodulin, is activated when
neuronal depolarization leads to Ca2+ entry into the cell [44]. Following activation, CaMKII
translocates to the membrane where it regulates receptor activity. CaMKII is essential as
well for neurotransmitter release, and thus it may mediate changes in DA function relevant
to drug reward [53].

The stimulation of receptor-associated DA release in the NAc activates both cyclic
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) and protein kinase A (PKA), provoking cocaine-induced
reinforcement and reinstatement [44]. Cocaine reinstatement behaviour induced by self-
administration elevates CaMKII autophosphorylation in the rat NAc shell. This may
suggest that CaMKII molecules may be critical in drug misuse/abuse/dependence issues
relating to nicotine; morphine, alcohol; cocaine and amphetamine-type stimulants (for a
review, see Jia et al. [44]).

Consistent with this, animals exhibiting elevated responses to methamphetamine
relative to the vehicle showed increased D1R and CaMKII expression levels in the dorsal
striatum [54]. CaMKII is involved in nicotine reward [55] and significant phosphorylated
CaMKII level reductions in the NAc are observed after cessation of nicotine treatment in
nicotine-dependent mice [56]. Additionally, endogenous CaMKII activity in the mPFC
may exert inhibitory control over the positive reinforcing effects of alcohol [53]. Finally,
calmodulines are primary molecular components of the aetiology of opiate/opioid [57]
addiction. Conversely, nicotine reward, as measured by the conditioned place preference
(CPP) test, is attenuated in CaMKIV knockout (−/−) mice [58]. Consistent with this,
intra-VTA CaMKII inhibition via a specific αCaMKII inhibitor, as well as Ca2+-channel
blockage via diltiazem (a calcium channel blocker), were shown to induce attenuated levels
of cocaine-related behavioural sensitization [59]. In addition, αCaMKII-deficient mice
showed reduced behavioural sensitization, as well as diminished locomotor response to
amphetamine [60]. Hence, it has been suggested that CaMKII is important in facilitating
both initiation and expression of drug addiction [44].

CaMKII has been suggested to play an essential role in the processing of natural
reward as well [61]. CaMKII autophosphorylation-deficient mice showed impairments
in the natural reward-related social interaction process [62]. Conversely, CaMKII acti-
vation/phosphorylation in the NAc core, but not shell, region was decreased during
reinstatement of saccharine-(e.g., a form of natural reward) seeking activities [63]. Finally,
with specific inhibition of CaMKII, sucrose-obtaining animals showed reduced behavioural
response in comparison to naïve animals [53].

Overall, these considerations emphasize the relevance of CaMKII activity in the regu-
lation of molecular pathways within both the drug- and natural-related reward system [61].

4.3. Semaglutide and Calmodulins

Several calmodulins were recently found to be upregulated or downregulated by Sem
treatment [64]. Furthermore, calmodulin’s affinity for Ca2+ increases when it is bound to a
calmodulin-binding protein [65], and current findings have suggested that Sem may act as
a proper calmodulin binder.

As discussed here, CaMKII may represent a molecular point of convergence in the
regulation of maladaptive behaviours associated with both natural [61] and drug [53] abuse.

Given the Sem-related food satiety and decrease in drug craving preclinical and clinical
observations (for a commentary, see Leslie [28]), it is here hypothesized that, in the presence
of Sem, the reward pathway-based calmodulin system may be better activated, and/or
differently regulated. This process may, in turn, help explain Sem’s action on both natural
and drug rewards. In line with this, following successful Sem obesity trials [43], nine phase
2 clinical trials are underway or being planned to test whether Sem can help patients to cut
their use of cigarettes, alcohol, opioids or cocaine [28].
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5. Conclusions

Calmodulin is a critical regulatory protein in cells, and its involvement in cellular
signalling pathways, including those related to insulin release and metabolism, makes it an
intriguing candidate for further investigation in the context of Sem’s action.

The CaM, and especially so the CaMKII, system is central in the experience of both
drug- and natural-related reward. It is here hypothesized that, due to Sem binding, the
reward pathway-based calmodulin system may be better activated, and/or differently
regulated. This may result in positive action by Sem on appetitive behaviour. In con-
clusion, our study presents compelling evidence suggesting the potential interaction of
semaglutide with Calmodulin (CaM), expanding the scope of its pharmacological targets
beyond conventional GLP-1 receptors. However, it is paramount to recognize the inherent
limitations of computational methodologies in fully capturing the intricacies of biological
systems. As such, while our findings provide valuable insights, they should be interpreted
as preliminary steps in the drug development journey, guiding future experimental endeav-
ours rather than definitive determinants of Sem’s pharmacodynamics. We advocate for a
prudent approach wherein these computational predictions serve as prompts for further
in vitro and in vivo investigations, allowing for a comprehensive understanding of Sem’s
molecular interactions and therapeutic potential. Furthermore, the dissemination of our
findings stimulates scientific discourse, encouraging other research groups to explore and
validate the speculated interactions, thereby collectively advancing our understanding
of semaglutide’s multifaceted pharmacology and its implications for the management of
metabolic disorders.
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